Knowledge Transfer
Partnerships
Work with our University to increase the
productivity and performance of your business
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTP) support UK
businesses wanting to improve their competitiveness,
productivity and performance, by accessing the
knowledge and expertise available within UK universities
and colleges.
This Government-backed scheme has been running for
over 40 years and aims to encourage wealth creation
within UK industry.
KTP enables you to:
• Access experts and qualified people, providing you with the latest
research and thinking.
• Develop innovative solutions to help your business grow.
• Embed a culture of innovation in your organisation.
• Improve your performance and operations, helping to take your
business forward.
• Increase your competitive advantage and profitability.

Find out more:
Email:
ktp@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
Tel:
0113 812 1904

leedsbeckett.ac.uk/ktp

Case study: Building a future in
energy efficient sustainable housing
Company: Hill
Location: Cambridge
Number of employees: 257
Project length: 18 months
Background
Hill is one of the country’s leading building firms specialising in developing homes
across London and the south east. Even though they deliver houses to the highest
standard of the Code for Sustainable Homes, Hill has recognised the need for
post-completion data to validate building performance.
The KTP project aims to find new ways of implementing energy testing and
monitoring capability to residential housing; and through a scientific, evidencebased approach, the project will lead to increased technical credibility and
improved competitive position for the company. It will also introduce new skills,
technology and processes for Hill, reducing reliance, and money spent on third
party consultants.

Project Outputs and Benefits
The key output of the partnership is an in-house capability in building
performance evaluation, elevating the company as an industry leader in the area
of sustainability and building performance evaluation. The project has reduced
the company’s reliance on external consultants, enabling a peer-to-peer dialogue
with its supply chain, and allows the company to assist in the generation of
practical product and service specifications.
The KTP project has allowed Hill to be seen as an industry leader in the area
of sustainability and building performance evaluation. It has opened up new
development projects with local authority partnerships, bringing noteworthy
commercial impact to the company.

“Having a KTP
Associate on board is a
fantastic achievement
for our scheme, and
his expertise and
research have been an
incredible asset to the
project.”
Rob Hall, Deputy Managing
Director, Hill

